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Abstract 

A membership service for a synchronous distributed computer system is described. The 
system is assumed to be composed of groups in which a relatively frequent message exchange 
occurs. A hierarchy of connected groups constitutes a connected network. The membership 
service protocol reflects this hierarchical structure. Time-bounds are specified in which addi
tions(removals) of processors to(from) the system are known to all participating processors. 
keywords: membership service, distributed algorithm, fault tolerance, hierarchical system, 
synchronous system. 



1 Introduction 

The construction of a service that determines the presence of correct processors in a dis
tributed system, commonly known as the membership service, is regarded as a fundamental 
problem in distributed systems. Once solved, it allows the solution of many other problems 
based upon its availability. Three advantages of membership are: 

• (i) efficiency of the distributed system: instead of having applications check whether 
their communication partners are still active, a membership service solves this for all 
thus reducing the message overhead. For example: the messages sent between client and 
server to detect orphans and( or) crashed processors in the Rajdoot Remote Procedure 
Call (RPC) protocol [PS88] can be suppressed when a membership service exists. 

• (ii) bounded resource requirements: Resources claimed by crashed by processors can 
be liberated. For example: the size of a delivery queue of messages [AvdS93, BJ87] is 
bound by the removal of messages to be read by crashed receivers. 

• (iii) Ordering of crash events with respect to messages: the membership service helps 
to determine the servers which have the most up to date view of the server state [BJ87]. 

A strong link exists between the membership service and the communication services pro
vided by the distributed system. In some cases, the membership service uses the broadcast 
service [Cri88, dLE90, MMSA91] and in other cases, the broadcast service uses the member
ship service [KGR89]. Currently, no consensus exists on how these two facilities should be 
linked. However, most proposals start from a general reliable communication service which 
detects processor failures. In [BJ87] reliable point-to-point communication detects proces
sor failures. A broadcast facility distributes the detected failures among all processors. In 
[Cri85, MSMA9D, BJ87, EdL9D] a broadcast service is used to detect failures. The mem
bership service in its turn is used to construct a multicast or server-group communication 
service. 

Synchronous and asynchronous distributed systems are defined in [Cri85]. Synchronous 
systems are used for real-time systems; they have synchronized clocks and bounded com
munication delays. Asynchronous systems do not rely on synchronized clocks and have no 
bounded communication delays. To distinguish between slow and crashed processors, asyn
chronous systems use acknowledgements combined with some form of time-out. This paper 
is based on synchronous systems. 

The size of real-time systems is increasing. From the earlier systems with 1-5 processors, 
later systems incorporate as many a few hundred processors [AIR85]. In such systems it 
is profitable to bring some structure in the network by grouping heavily communicating 
processors, such that the communication of one group does not affect the communication 
performance in another group [AIR85]. To satisfy the requirement of a bounded real-time 
broadcast delay, it is interesting to limit a broadcast to such a group by splitting the network. 
A two-level hierarchical split is already realized by interconnecting multiprocessor assemblies 
via a LAN [vdS87, com91]. The lower level is the multiprocessor bus, and the higher level 
the interconnecting LAN. A separation of the LAN in groups of multiprocessor assemblies 
leads to a 3-level hierarchy. Although larger systems know a communication hierarchy, the 
current membership protocols do not address this issue. The construction of a hierarchical 
membership protocol is the subject of this paper. 
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Two protocols are presented: One is based on an atomic broadcast and is related to 
the membership protocol discuss4ed in [CriS5], the other only uses a reliable point-to-point 
communication protocol. They consist of two phases. In the first phase, information about 
failures is transported from the lower levels to the higher ones and in the second phase is 
redistributed to the lower levels. The protocols are required to support timing-, crash- and 
omission failures. Iu [EdL90] processors are divided in CPU s, read- and write-adapters. They 
propose a protocol which supports failures of read-adapters with correct write-adapters and 
CPU s. The two proposed protocols also tolerate these failures. 

Special attention must be given to the processors which constitute the link between a 
given group and the group of the next higher level. The linking processors may fail so that 
a minimum number of surviving processors is required for a correctly functioning system. 
This number should be as low as possible to reduce the number of communication links. An 
additional problem is that connecting processors may be late and not receive messages and 
an undetermined time later they can be correct or even early. Consequently, a majority of 
incorrect processors can transport incorrect information to the higher levels when two out-of 
three connecting processors fail. The above problem excludes trivial extensions of existing 
protocols. Nevertheless, the proposed protocols tolerate these timing failures with a minimum 
number of one correct connecting processor. 

The requirements on the membership service are: 

Unanimity At the same local clock times, all correct processors consider the same set of 
processors correct. 

Validity Correct processors are not removed from the membership set by any correct pro
cessor. 

Time bounds Processors which leave(join) the membership set at a time tare removed(added) 
from(to) the membership set at a time tf(tj) with tf < t + D (tj < t + J) for a known 
constant D. 

The paper is structured as follows. After this introduction, the system structure and fault 
hypotheses are described in section 2. In section 3 the algorithm is described. The proof of 
the algorithm and its performance characteristics are discussed in section 4 and 5 respectively. 

2 System model 

2.1 Hardware 

The distributed system consists of a number of processors, each with a globally unique iden
tifier. The processors are interconnected by a network, which is the only means for them to 
exchange information. The network is assumed to be hierarchically structured: the proces
sors are divided into groups, with the connection between groups being formed by so-called 
"connecting" processors. These are processors that belong to two groups. Messages that a 
processor sends to processors in other groups are sent via these connecting processors. In 
this way the groups are interconnected, forming a tree structure. We say that a group in the 
system is at level h if it is at level h in the corresponding tree (see Fig. 1). 
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2.2 System services 

The protocol assumes the presence of three system services: 

• The clock synchronization service provides each processor i with a local time function 
C;, mapping the global time to the local time. The clocks on the processors are syn
chronized, such that the clocks of any pair of correct processors i,j differ by less than 
a constant E: "It IC;(t) - Cj(t)1 < Eo 

• The datagram service allows processors to send point-to-point messages to any other 
processor in the system. This is assumed to be done reliably, i.e. messages are not lost 
or corrupted. 

• The broadcast service enables processors to transmit a message to every other processor 
in its group. The service guarantees that (i) broadcasts are received incorrupted either 
by all correct destinations, or by none at all (unanimity), and (ii) if the sender is correct, 
the broadcast is received by all correct destinations (validity) 

Two protocols are presented. One relies on the presence of the broadcast service and the 
other only on the presence of the datagram service. Both communication services should also 
satisfy the requirement of timeliness. This means that if the sender and receiver of a message 
are correct, then there is a bounded transmission delay, as measured on the respective local 
clocks. In other words, if a datagram message is sent at time r (on the sender's clock), then 
it is guaranteed to have been received by time r + D + E (on the receiver's clock) for some 
constant D. The bound on the delay for broadcast is defined analogously, with constant tJ.'. 
Hence, the processing time can be incorporated in tJ. and D. The timeliness property, together 
with the clock synchronization, leads to bounded communication delays in T-eal time between 
processors. 

2.3 Failure assumptions 

The processors in the system are subject to crash, omission and timing failures. In case of a 
crash failure (or halting failure), a processor functions correctly according to the protocol it is 
executing, but at a certain time stops responding to any inputs. Henceforth, it does not give 
any outputs until it is restarted. When a timing failure occurs, the processor gives correct 
outputs, but the output is given at the wrong time, or not given at all. 

We assume a bound 1 on the number of faulty processors in the system, i.e. at most 1 
processors experience a failure. The requirement that only 1 connecting processor needs to 
be correct is supported by the protocol when less than half of the processors in a group fail. 
Consequently, the vote result of the correct processors can be transported to the higher levels. 
Thus, the smallest group in the system must contain at least 21 + 1 processors. 

A further assumption that we make is that in every group at least one privileged processor 
remains correct. If this last assumption is not met, the hierarchical structure may become 
disconnected, so that communication between some pairs of processors would be impossible. 

For the membership protocols presented in this paper, we are not concerned with failures 
of the network. These failures should be masked by the reliable datagram and broadcast 
services. 

1 We assume that the time taken by correct processors to process the messages in the protocol is negligible 
compared to the communication delay 
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Figure 1: Hierarchical group structure 

3 The Hierarchical Membership Algorithm 

In this section, the hierarchical processor membership algorithm is first presented informally. 
Then, in paragraph 3.5 detajled pseudo code of the algorithms is given. After a few definitions 
are given, the Departure detection, Join, and Update algorithms are presented, both for 
the case where we assume the broadcast service to be present as for the case where we 
don't. The departure detection algorithm of the hierarchical membership algorithm consists 
of an 'upward' protocol, which gathers membership information of the total system, and a 
'downward' protocol, which distributes this information to all correctly functioning processors. 
The membership update protocol updates the local view of each (possibly joining) processor. 
In Figures 2, 3 timing diagrams are given for quick reference. In Fig. 2, we assume a unanimous 
broadcast service, in Fig. 3 we don't. All mentioned tasks and times will be described in this 
section. 

3.1 Definitions 

We assume the system consists of n processors, which are structured into a k-level hierarchy, 
with k :::: 1. The levels are numbered 1 through k, and we assume that level 1 is the bottom
level, whereas level i+ 1 is the level above level i. Consequently, level k is the top-level. The set 
of all processor identifiers is called P ID. We will assume: PI D = [l..nJ. Within each level h, a 
number of #Gh subnetworks (groups) are present, denoted Gh,l, Gh,2, ... , Gh,#Gh' Of course, 
at the highest level only one group exists, denoted Gk,I' The number of processors of each 

group G h,m is denoted by IG h,m I. The majority of a group G h,m is given by Ilh,m = r IGh';oI+l l 
For h, 1 :::: h < k and m, 1:::: m:::: #Gh, each group Gh,m has a (non-empty) set of 'connecting' 
processors Ph,m' Each processor p E Ph,m is a member of the same 'higher level group' Gh+l,n 
(for a certain n, 1 :::: n :::: #Gh+1)' Thus, the connecting processors are the connections 
between the levels. Of course, at the highest level (h = k), such processors do not exist. For 
each group Gh,m, h f. k, we require at least one connecting processor to be correct during 
the protocol. 

Analogously, we define for h, 1 < h :::: k and m, 1 :::: m :::: #Gh, the set Sh,m as being 
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the set of 'special processors' of group Gh,m' Special processors are connected to one or more 
'lower level groups' Gh-l,n. Figure 1 visualises this idea. 

Further, we assume the message delays including their processing times of both the data
gram service and the broadcast service to be bounded per group Gh,m by Oh,m and llh,m, 
respectively. However, in our algorithm we will only use Oh and llh, which are defined as 
Oh = maXi(oh,;) and llh = maXi(llh,i), respectively. The membership algorithm is executed 
periodically by each processor with a cycle oflength 11'. A condition which has to hold for 1l' 

is derived later. Finally, the local view of each processor (i.e. the set of processor identifiers 
the processors assume correct) is denoted by the variable MSHIP. 

3.2 Departure Detection Algorithm assuming Unanimous Broadcast 

The messages sent via the broadcast service only reach the processors which belong to the 
same group Gh,w Consequently, information about the states of the process in a given 
group must be communicated to other groups via another broadcast from the connecting 
processors. A non negligible delay exists between these two broadcasts. In this time interval, 
formerly correct processors may fail and incorrect processors may become correct. Formerly 
incorrect and now correct processors may have an incorrect view of the processor states in 
its group. The protocol should prevent that this incorrect information is distributed to the 
other processors. Therefore, connecting processors only consider other processors from its 
own group incorrect when a majority of its group members declares them incorrect. 

3.2.1 Upward Protocol 

The upward protocol of the hierarchical membership algorithm is divided into three stages: the 
first stage, called the Membership Set stage, is meant for giving a life sign. After the reception 
of the life signs of all correct processors, the second stage starts. In this stage (called Inform 
stage), each processor informs each other processor of its group about its opinion about all 
other processors of the group. After reception of the opinions of all correct processors, each 
processor of the group locally decides on both its own correctness and the correctness of all 
other group members. Processors do so by executing the third stage, the Decision stage. Now 
these stages are discussed for a given group Gh,m, 1 ~ h ~ k, 1 ~ m ~ #G", and for a given 
period j, j ~ o. 

The first stage works as follows: when the local clock of a processor p reaches member
ship set time STh(j), processor p sends a so called 'present' message to all group members, 
by means of the atomic broadcast service. This broadcast message contains the processor 
identifier p of the sending processor, and the value of the period (j). However, if p E Sh,m, P 
also piggy-backs to the 'present' message a set (called newms), of PID's. The contents of 
this set reflect the new membership of the lower level groups, connected to G h,m via p. The 
following holds (for i E PI D): 

i rJ newms=? 'processor i. is not part of the new membership' 
i E newms=? 'processor i is part of the new membership' 

The way set newms is updated will soon be described. The membership set protocol is 
formalized in task 1. 
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Due to the bounded message travel time (of messages sent by correct processors) of /:;.h 

time units, and the maximum clock deviation between correct processors of [ , we can speak 
of a receive window in which 'present' messages have to be received. For period j of level h, 
this receive window is the time interval (STh(j) -0 , ITh(j)), where ITh(j) = STh(j) +/:;.h +[ 
and STh(j) = STh(j - 1) + Jr. During this time interval, each processor p executes a receive 
task which at local time ITh(j) provides a so called membership vector MV of length IGh,ml. 
The function f is a bijection mapping processor identifiers to entries within [1 .. IGh,mIJ. For 
the boolean vector MV holds (i E [1 .. IGh,m!J ) and: 

,MV[iJ=} 'processor p has not received a 'present' message from processor f- 1 (i) during 
its receive window' 

MV[iJ =} 'processor p has received a 'present' message from processor f-1(i) during its 
receive window' 

Note that all messages, received outside the receive window are ignored by p (i.e. discarded). 
Note that when p has received a 'present' message from a processor r which is not part of the 
current membership (1' ~ MSHIP), then r is treated like any other processor. This situation 
occurs when a processor join is detected by p'. The processor join protocol will be described 
in paragraph 3.3. 

For efficiency reasons, each processor p can check itself by the two following guidelines: 

• If p has received less than "h,m 'present' messages, then p must have suffered a timing 
failure itself . 

• If at least "h,m 'present' messages carry a period number pn, different from the period 
number of p (being j), then p is at least one period early or late. 

In both cases, p can terminate itself. The receive protocol of the 'present' messages is given 
in task 2 presented in paragraph 3.6. 

Then, at local time ITh(j), the second stage starts. In this stage, each processor p of the 
group sends its membership vector MV to each group member, again by means of the atomic 
broadcast service, thus informing the other group members about its membership opinion. 
Again this broadcast message contains the sender identifier and the period number j of the 
sender. This is shown in task 3 presented in section 3.6. 

Analogous to stage one, we can construct a receive window for membership vectors: 
For period j of level h, membership vectors have to be received within the time interval 
(ITh(j) - [, ITh(j) + /:;.h + 0). We expect the corresponding receive task of each processor 
p to provide at local time ITh(j) + /:;.h + 0 a matrix ap of size IGh,ml X IGh,ml, meaning the 
following (for appropriate i1 and i2): 

{ 

t"ue {o} processor f-1(i1) has received a 'present' msg from f- 1(i2) 
aplit, i2J = false {o} processor f-1(i 1) has not received a 'present' msg from f- 1(i2) 

1. {o} processor p ha.s not received a membership vector from f- 1 (i2) 

Again, first each processor can check itself in exactly the same way as told before, but now 
with respect to the received membership vectors. The receive protocol of the membership 
vectors is given in task 4. 
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Finally, the third stage of the upward protocol starts, (see task 5) at local time 
1Th(j) + t:.h + £. During this stage of the protocol, each processor p first checks itself by 
examining column f(p) of matrix a. If the number of entries in the corresponding column of 
processor i of matrix ap, containing a 'false' (indicated by nf.p.p, where nf.p.i = 
(#j : ap[j,f(i)] = false)) is at least /1-h,m, then a majority has voted against p, so p can 
terminate itself. The same holds when nJ.p.p < /1-h,m 1\ nt.p.p < /1-h,m, where nt.p.i = 
(#j: ap[j,f(i)] = true). In all other cases, processor p has passed its selfcheck properly. The 
selfcheck function is given in task 6. 

All processors q, with q if. Ph,m, now have completed their upward protocol. They will 
have to wait until local time DTh(j) - £. Then, non-priviliged processors of level h receive 
the new membership. 

Processors p, with p E Ph,m carryon with the third stage. They do so by scanning the 
corresponding column of each processor q E Gh,m' The following holds: 

• If nt.p.q 2': /1-h,m V (nt.p.q < /1-h,m 1\ nf.p.q < /1-h,m), then processor q is accepted as 
correct. As a consequence, p will add q to newms . 

• If nf.p.q 2': "h,m, then a majority has voted against q, so q can safely be rejected. 
Processor p rejects q by not adding q to newms. 

This decision task is given in task 7. Note that after stage three is executed, set newms 
contains the complete new membership of group G h,m' To transfer the new membership of all 
lower level groups connected to Gh,m, each processor p E Gh,m, in task 2, will first initialize 
set newms to the set of processors belonging to all subnetworks, connected to Gh,m' This is 
the set (I±IGh,m \ Gh,m) U Sh,m, where I±IGh,m is recursively defined as follows: 

I±IGh = { U m', l",m''',#Gh _ 1 1\ Gh _

"

m,nGh ,m#0 (I±IGh-l,m') if 2 :$ h :$ k 
,m Gl,m if h = 1 

Then, p will intersect its own newms-set with each from q received newms'-set, i.e. newms := 
newms n (uGh,m,q U newms'), where UGh,m,p is defined as: 

G {
Urn', l<m'<#Gh _ 1\ G ,nGh -"01\ pdG ,(I±IGh-lm') if2:$ h:$ k U h,m,p =:::; 0 - - 1 h-l,m ,m"'" 'j;: h-l,m ' if h = 1 

As it is guaranteed that all processors do not reject a correct processor (see proof) this is 
a safe way of copying all membership changes of lower levels by p. Now, this set is ready to 
be piggybacked to the 'present' message p will have to broadcast according to the first stage 
of the upward protocol of group Gh+1,n, with p E Gh+l,n' 

Finally, consider level k. Exactly the same protocol can be executed in group Gk,l' As 
group Gk,l has no connecting processors, each processor of group Gk,l executes the decision 
protocol. So, at local times ITk(j) + t:.k + c, each processor of group Gk,l has computed a 
fully updated set newms. This set reflects the new membership of the total system. At this 
point, the downward protocol starts. 

3.2.2 Downward Protocol 

The downward protocol of the hierarchical membership algorithm is meant for distributing the 
value of the set newms of the special processors of group Gk,l at local times 1Tk(j) + t:.k + £ 

to each processor not in group G k,l' This we do as follows. 
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At local times DTh(j), with DTh(j) = 1Tk(j) + I:7=h+l (t:l.; + E:) for 1 ::; h < k, each 
connecting processor p of group Gh,m sends its set newms to each member of the group, by 
means of the atomic broadcast service. Task 8 gives the corresponding pseudo code. 

Thus, the corresponding receive window will be (DTh(j) - E:, DTh(j) + t:l.h + c:). On 
reception of the set newms, each processor of the group Gh,m replaces its local newms-set 
with the received newms-set. Note that also the special processors q E Sh,m (if present) of 
the group do so. This way, they are ready to distribute the set within the lower level group 
they are connected to at local times Dn-l(j). The collection of the new membership is given 
in task 9. 

3.3 Departure Detection Algorithm assuming datagram only 

When no broadcast service but only a datagram service is available, the broadcast is simulated 
by sending I G h,m I -1 datagrams to I Gh,m I -1 destinations of group G h,m' The consequence 
is that all correct receivers receive the messages from a correct sender, but the results for an 
incorrect sender are undefined. In case of a broadcast service, all receivers receive the messages 
unanimously or not, independent of the correctness of the sender. However, unanimity can 
only be guaranteed for correct senders in the case of a simulated broadcast based on a reliable 
datagram service. 

3.3.1 Upward Protocol 

The upward protocol of the hierarchical membership algorithm assuming a datagram service 
is basically the same as the protocol of 3.2.1. More precisely, for levels 1 ::; h < k it is exactly 
the same. However, using the same strategy for the top-level h = k could (by the following 
scenario) lead to a faulty situation: Consider the top-level group G k,b consisting of seven 
processors, of which five are correct, one is early and one is late. Note that the number of 

correct processors 5 > J.tk,l = 4. Assume two groups are connected to Gk,b called Gk-1,1 and 
Gk-l,2. Further, two correct processors rand s are the connecting processors of group Gk-l,l 

and one correct processor t is the connecting processor of group Gk-l,2' This is visualised in 
Figure 4. Now, the first stage, at local time STk(j) of a certain period j 2: 0 starts. Due to 
the fact that broadcasts of 'present' messages, sent by p and q may not be unanimous, it can 
happen that at local time STk(j) + t:l.k + E: (= ITk(j)), the resulting membership vectors of 
the processors look like: (we use MVx = 'the membership vector of processor x') 

MVp = t f f t t t t 
MVq f t t t t t t 
MV, f t t t t t t 
MV. t t t t t t t 
MV, t t t t t t t 
MVu f t t t t t t 
MVv f t t t t t t 

Then, at local time ITk(j), the second stage of period j starts. Now, imagine p's membership 
vector MVp , with f(p )=1, is not received by any processor of Gk,l at all, whilst q's membership 
vector MVq is received by processor r only, and not by the other correct processors s, ... , v at 
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Figure 4: Example of a top-level group Gk,1 

local time In(j) + Ll.k + c. Then, the resulting matrices will be: 

.1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 
f t t t t t 
f t t t t t 
t t t t t t 
t t t t t t 
f t t t t t 
f t t t t t 

.1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 

.1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 
f t t t t t 
t t t t t t 
t t t t t t 
f t t t t t 

f t t t t t 

.1 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 

.1 

.1 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 

Then, in the subsequent decision stage, processor T will consider p incorrect, as 
nj.,·.p = 4 ~ Ilk,l. Thus, P if. newmsr . However, processor s will consider p correct, as 
nt.s.p < Ilk,1 II nf.s.p < Ilk,!' Thus, p E newmss • The same holds for the correct processors 
t, u and v, which is contrary to the unanimity requirement of the membership protocol. 

Note that this situation is not a problem in the lower levels, 1 .. k - 1, since there, by 
the piggyback mechanism (with the intersection operation to match) and the distribution 
mechanism of the downward protocol, it is ensured that all correct processors have the same 
membership view. 

It turns out that this problem is an instance of the so called Byzantine Agreement Problem 
or Interactive Consistency Problem. One of the earliest publications about this problem is 
[LSP82]. Moreover, in [FL82], it has been proven that, if at most t processors of a system can 
fail, then at least t + 1 'broadcast rounds' are needed to achieve consensus a.mong the correct 
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processors. In our case, at least ER = t + 1 = IGk,ll- I1k,l + 1 = I1k,l + IGk,ll mod2 - 1 
broadcast rounds are needed after the first round (broadcast of 'present' messages). In the 
proof we give in section 4, it is shown that ER broadcast rounds suffice for our problem. 

The upward protocol of group G k,l noW is as follows: 
After the three 'regular' stages (broadcast 'present' message, broadcast membership vector 
and decision stage) are executed, each processor p E Gk,l broadcasts its local newms-set 
ER - 1 times within group Gk,l, and thus ER - 1 times intersects all received newms-sets 
with its own newms-set: Thus for period j, each processor p E Gk,l broadcasts at times 
BT,(j), BT2(j), ... , BTER_1(j) its newms-set within group Gk,l' With, for i E [l..ER-l]: 

if i = 1 
if i > 1 

Due to the scheduling of the sending protocol of the extra broadcasts, the Inform procedure 
has changed. See task 12 for the new Inform procedure. The corresponding pseudo code of 
these broadcast rounds is given in task 13. 
The corresponding receive procedure of the ith 'extra' round (for i E [l..ER -1]) is scheduled 
during time interval ([BTi(j)-€, BTi(j) +/',.k +€ ). This receive procedure is given in task 14. 

Then, at local time BTER-l(j) + /',.k + E, all correct processors have reached consensus 
about the new membership, and at that point, the downward protocol starts. 

3.3.2 Downward Protocol 

The operation of the downward protocol, assuming a datagram service for incorrect senders 
is exactly equal to the downward protocol explained in 3.2.2. The only differences are: 

• It is meant to distribute the value of the set newms of the special processors of group 

Gk,l at local times BTER-l(j) + /',.k + E to each processor not in Gk,l' 

• The distribution times DTh(j), for 1 :::; h < k are now: 

DTh(j) = BIER-l (j) + Lf=h+l (/',.i + €). 

Hence, the pseudo code is given in tasks 8 and 9 as well. 

3.4 Processor Join Protocol 

The join protocol, executed by processors wanting to join the new membership, is almost the 
same for both the broadcast using and the datagram using protocols. Only the scheduling of 
the receive of the extra rounds for group G k,l slightly changes the protocol. 
A processor g, joining a certajn group m of a certajn level h, 1 :::; h ::; k, 1 :::; m :::; #Gh first 
synchronizes its local clock. Suppose q's clock shows time T when it has completed this. We 
assume q knows (or is able to compute) time STh(j) for which holds STh(j - 1) - € :::; T < 
Slh(j) - £. Then, at membership set time STh(j) of period j, processor q, just like any other 
processor of the group, broadcasts a 'present' message within the group. Also, q executes the 
other stages of the upward protocol so q schedules receive tasks to receive 'present' messages 
and membership vectors sent by other processors of the group. We have already seen that 
each processor p E Gh,m, so also each connecting processor r E Ph.m, treats q like any other 
processor, i.e. q also has to pass the voting procedure. 
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The joining processor q receives the new membership by collecting the vector newms 
it will receive (according to the downward protocol) between local time DTh(j) - £ and 
DTh(j) + tih + f , for h # k. For h = k, q can compute the new membership itself. The join 
protocol for a broadcast service is given in task 10, the join protocol for a datagram service 
is given in task 15. 

3.5 Membership Update Protocol 

At local (update) time UT(j) (which is the same for each processor in the system, independent 
of the level h) each processor executes the membership update protocol. This protocol is 
the same for both a broadcast and a datagram service. The aim of this algorithm is to 
adapt the membership, reflected in set newms in the local membership variable MSHIP. 
As it has to be guaranteed that each processor has actually received this set, the following 
has to hold: UT(j)::o: DTI (j) + til + £. To avoid waiting too long, we choose the equality. 
The membership update procedure, executed by a processor p works as follows: First, the 
assignment MSHIP:= newms is executed (Note that a joining processor will add itself to 
the membership variable). Then, the period number j will be incremented (with 1), and all 
tasks of the new period can be scheduled. The membership update protocol is given in task 
II. 

Now we can say something about the condition which has to hold for 11': 

• in the case of an unanimous broadcast service: 

k k-I k-I 

11' > L(2.(ti;+f)) + L(tii+f) = L(3·(tii+£))+2.(tid£) 
i=l i=I i=l 

• in the case of a non~unanimous broadcast service: 

k k-I 

11' > L(2.(tii+E)) + (ER-l)·(tidE) + L(tii+E) = 
i=l i=I 

k-I 

L(3. (ti; + £)) + (ER - 1)· (tid f) 
i=l 

3.6 Pseudo Code 

In this paragraph, detailed pseudo code of the hierarchical membership algorithm is given. 
First, however, we will give some type definitions and some global variables, constants and 
functions will be introduced. Finally, the precedence graphs of the two membership protocols 
are given. 

3.6.1 Definitions 

Global Types: 

• type vectoLtypel = array [1 .. IGh,mll of(bool U'1-') 

• type msgtypel = record 
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period: integer; 

identif: PI D; 

ms_vector: set of PI D; 

end; 

• type msgtype2 = record 

period: integer; 

identif: PI D; 

M_vector: vectoLtypel 

end; 

• type matrix_type = array [1 .. IGh,mll ofvectoLtypel 

G 10 bal Variables: 

• MV : vectoLtypel; 

• MSHIP: set of PID; 

• PART: set of PID; 

• ER, i : integer; 

• newms: set of PID; 

Global Constants: 

• E 

• L:!.h 

• n 

Global Functions: 

• myid, myclock 

• STh, DTh, 1Th, UT, and for non-unanimous broadcast BTi 

• f, to map i, 1 :0: i :0: N h,m to processor identifiers. 

Further, we use the primitive "schedule(j!, 12, ... , in) at (t" t2, ... ,tn)" to schedule task 
i, at local time t" task i2 at local time t2 and so on; we also introduce the primitive "Kil
IYourSelf to terminate the currently active task. We assume that if a task i is scheduled 
twice or even more often on the same time t, then only one execution of j will be scheduled 
at local time t. 
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3.6.2 Code for Unanimous Broadcast 

task Membership.-Set; 

if myid rt Sh,m 
---> broadcast(j, myid) to Gh,m 

o myid E Sh,m 
---> broadcast(j, myid Ell newms) to Gh,m 

Ii 
schedule Inform at ITh(j) 

ksat 

task 1 Membership set task 

task Inform; 

ksat 

broadcast(j, myid Ell MV) to Gh,m 
if myid E Ph,m 

---> schedule Distribute at DTh(j) 
o myid rt Ph,m f\ myid rt Gk,l 

---> schedule Collect_New_Membership at (DTh(j) - £) 
o myid E Gk,l 

---> schedule Update_Membership at UT(j) 
Ii 

task 3 Inform task 
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task CollecLPresenLM essages; 

var i, NofMsgs, per, Mper; integer; 
id ; PID; 
nms ; set of PID; 
m ; msgtypel; 

buffer; set of msg{ype1; 

for i;= 1 to IGh,ml 
do -; MV[i] ;= false 
ad 
MV(f(myid)] ;= true; 
newms;= (IjGh,m \ Gh,m) U Sh,m; 
NofMsgs ;= 0; 
while myclock E (STh(j) - £, STh(j)) 
do -; when receive(per, id Ell nms) 

do -; NofMsgs ;= NofMsgs + 1; buffer;= buffer U { (per, id, nms) } 
ad 

ad 
if NofMsgs < /lh,m -; J( illY ourSelf 
o NofMsgs :::: /lh,m 

fl 

-; Mper ;; (#m; m E buffer 1\ m.period = Mper) > 
(#m ; m E buffer 1\ m.period i' Mper); 

if ((#m; m E buffer 1\ m.period = Mper) < /lh,m) V (Mper i' j) 
-; KillYourSelj 

o ((#m; m E buffer 1\ m.period = Mper):::: /lh,m) 1\ (Mper = j) 
-; while buffer i' 0 

fl 

do ...., m ;E buffer; 

ad 

if m.period i' j ...., skip 
o m.period = j 

fl· , 

~ newms:= newms n (m.ms_vector U uGh.,m,m,identij); 

MV(f(m.identifl]:= true 

buffer: = buffer \ {m}; 

schedule CollecLPresenLM essages at (STh(j + 1) - £) 
ksat 

task 2 Receive 'present' messages 
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task CollecLMembership_ Vectors; 

var i 1 , i 2 , per, NofMsgs, Mper: integer; 
id: PID; 
m : msgtype1; 
buffer: set of msgtype1; 
mvec : vector .1ype2; 
a: matrix_type; 

for i1 := 1 to IGh,ml 
do -+ for i 2 := 1 to IGh,ml 

do -+ alit, i2l :=' 1.' 
od 

od 
a[myidl := MV; NofMsgs := 0; 
while myclock E (In(j) - £, CTh(j» 
do -+ when receive(per, id Ell mvec) 

do -+ NofMsgs:= NofMsgs + 1; 
buffer := buffer U { (per, id, mvec )} 

od 
od 
if NofMsgs < /lh,m -+ K illY ourSelf 
o NofMsgs 2': /lh,m 

fi 

-+ Mper :: (#m : m E buffer II m.period = Mper) > 
(#m: m E buffer II m.period oJ Mper); 

if ((#m: m E buffer II m.period = Mper) < /lh,m) V (Mper oJ j) 
-+ KillYourSelf 

o ((#m: m E buffer II m.period = Mper) 2': /lh,m) II (Mper = j) 
-+ while buffer oJ 0 

fi 

do -+ m :E buffer; 

od 

if m.period oJ j -+ skip 
o m.period = j -+ a[m.identifl := m.M_vector 
fi; 
buffer := buffer \ {m} 

M embership_ Check( a) 

schedule CollecLM embers hip_V ectors at (ITh(j + 1) - £) 
ksat 

task 4 Receive membership vectors 
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proe Membership_Check(a: matrix_type); 

corp 

var i : integer; 

if~SelfCheck(a) ---; KillYourSelf 
o SelfCheck(a) ---; for i:= 1 to IGh,ml 

fi 

do ---; if r1(i) Ie myid --> Decide(i,a) 
o f- 1 (i) = myid --> skip 
fi 

od 

task 5 Membership check procedure 

fune SelfCheck(a: matrix_type) : bool; 

enuf 

var i, NVotesAgainst, NVotesFor: integer; 

NVotesAgainst := 0; 
NVotesFor := 0; 
for i := 1 to IGh,ml 
do ---t 

if ali, f( myid)] = false --+ NVotesAgainst := NVotesAgainst + 1 

od 

o ali, f( myid)] = true --+ NvotesFor := NVotesFor + 1 
o ali, f( myid)] = '1-' ---; skip 
fi 

if (NVotesAgainst ? /Lh,m) V (NVotesFor < /Lh,m) 
--+ Self Check := false 

o NVotesFor ? /Lh,m 
--+ Self Check := true 

fi 

task 6 Self-check function 
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proc Decide(i: PID; a: matrix_type); 

corp 

var k, NVotesAgainst, NVotesFor: integer; 

for k:= 1 to IGh,ml 
do -; 

if k oF f( myid) -; if ark, f( i)] = false -; NVotesAgainst := NVotesAgainst + 1 
o ark, f( i)] = true -; NVotesFor := NVotesFor + 1 
o a[k,f(i)] = '1-' -;skip 
fi 

o k = f( myid) -; skip 
fi 

od 
if NVotesFor 2': /th,m V NVotesAgainst < /th,m -; newms:= newms U {i} 
o NVotesAgainst 2': /th,m -; skip 
fi 

task 7 Decision procedure 

task Distribute; 
/ / pre: h # k 11 myid E Ph,m / / 

broadcast(j, myid (JJ newms) to Gh,m; 
sched ule( Update_Membership) at UT(j) 

ksat 

task 8 Distribution task 

task CollecLNew_Membership; 

var id: PID; 
nms : vector jypel; 

if myid E Ph,m -; skip 
o myid if. Ph,m -; while myclock E (DTh(j) - E, DTh(j) + /J,h + E) 

do -; receive( id (JJ nms); 
newms:= nms 

od 
fi 
schedule Update_M embership at UT(j) 

ksat 

task 9 Receive of new membership 
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task Join; 

'synchronize clock'; 
'compute j :: STh(j - 1) - c ~ myclock < STh(j) _ €'; 
schedule (CollecLPresenLMessages, CollecLMembership_ Vectors, 

Membership-Bet) at (STh(j) - € ,ITh(j) - €, STh(j)) 
ksat 

task 10 Join protocol 

task Update_Membership; 

MSHIP:== newms; 
j :== j + 1; 
schedule Membership_Set at STh(j) 

ksat 

task 11 Membership update task 

3.6.3 Additional Code for Datagram Service 

task Inform; 

broadcast(j, myid Ell MV) to Gh,m; 
if myid E Ph,m --+ schedule Distribute at Dn(j) 
o myid f/: Ph,m II myid f/: G k,l 

--+ schedule CollecLNew_Membership at (DTh(j) - E) 
o myid E Gh,l --+ schedule Send_Extra_Broadcasts(l) at BT, (j) 

:Ii 
ksat 

task 12 Inform task (revised) 

task Send_Extra_Broadcasts( RoundNr : integer; ) 
/ / pre: myid E Gk,l / / 

ksat 

broadcast( myid, RoundNr Ell newms) to G k,l; 

if RoundNr # ER - 1 
--+ schedule Send_Extra_Broadcasts(RoundNr + 1) at BTRonndN,+l(j) 

o RoundNr == ER - 1 --+ schedule Update_Membership at UT(j) 
:Ii 

task 13 Send task extra broadcasts 
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task ColleeLExtra_Broadeasts(RoundNr: integer;) 
/ / pre: myid E Gk,l / / 

ksat 

var id : PID; 
i, RNr : integer; 
nms : vector _type1; 
loealpart : set of PI D; 

if RoundNr = 1 --> PART := Gh,m 
o RoundNr i 1 --> skip 
fi 
loealpart := 0 
while mycloek E (BTRo"ndNJj) - C, BTRo"ndN,(j) +!:;.k + c) 
do --> when receive( id, RNr Ell nms) 

od 

do --> if (RNr i RoundNr V id ~ PART) --> skip 

od 

o RNr = RoundNr II id E PART --> newms:= newms n nms 
loealpart := loealpart U {id} 

fi 

PART := loealpart 
if RoundNr = ER - 1 --> / / last round / / 

for i := 1 to ER - 1 

fi 

do --> sched ule ColleeLExtra_Broadeasts( i) 
at (BT;(j+l)-c) 

od 

task 14 Receive task extra broadcasts 
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task Join; 

ksat 

var i: integer; 

'synchronize clock'; 
'compute j :: STh(j - 1) - c ~ myclock < STh(j) - c'; 
schedule (Collect.PresenLMessages, CollecLMembership_ Vectors, 

Membership-Set) at (STh(j) - E ,ITh(j) - E ,STh(j)) 
if myid Ij. Gk" 

--> ER:= ILk,' + IGk,,1 mod2 - 1; 
for i := 1 to ER - 1 
do --> schedule (CollecLExtra_Broadcasts(i)) 

at (Sn(j) - c, In(j) - E, Sn(j), BTj(j) - c) 
od 

o myid E Gk" 
--> skip 

fi 

task 15 Join protocol {revised} 

3,6,4 Precedence Graphs 

In the two following figures (Figure 5, Figure 6), the timed precedence graphs of the two 
membership protocols are given. In Figure 5, the precedence graph or the algorithm, assuming 
a broadcast service is given. In Figure 6, the precedence graph of the algorithm assuming a 
datagram service is shown. In both figures, we have used the following convention: if a task 
i has "forked" outgoing arcs to tasks j" h, ... , jn, then task i schedules tasks j" h, ... , jn 
conditionally. The condition which has to hold for task jk to be scheduled by i is mentioned 
next to the arc pointing to jk. If a task i has non-forked outgoing arcs to tasks j" j2, ... , In, 
then task i schedules all tasks j" 12 ... , jn unconditionally. 

4 Proof 

4.1 Assuming a Unanimous Broadcast Service 

4,1.1 Validity 

Let p be an arbitrary processor correct during a time interval [STh(j) - E, ITh(j)l. Let 
p E Gh,m, for some 1 ~ h ~ k 1\ 1 ~ m ~ #Gh. According to our algorithm, p broadcasts 
a 'present' message at membership set time STh(j) and a membership vector at inform time 
ITh(j)· 

Lemma 1: 
All correct processors q E Gh,m receive p's 'present' message (sent at local time STh(j)) within 
their receive window for 'present' messages RPMh(j) = (STh(j) - E, STh(j) + I1h + c). 
o 
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Figure 5: Precedence graph assuming a unanimous broadcast service 
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Figure 6: Precedence graph assuming a datagram service 
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Proof Lemma 1: 
Let q E Gh,m be a processor, correct during RPMh(j). Since p and q are correct, their local 
clocks differ less than c time units: 'It, tERPMh(j)([Cp(t) - Cq(t)1 < E). Due to the unanimity 
and timeliness properties of the atomic broadcast service, p's 'present' message is received 
by each correct processor of group Gh,m (so also by q) and the transmission time is within 
the range [O"~h]. So, considering the maximal clock deviation of E, p's 'present' message is 
received by all correct processors q E Gh,m at local times within RP Mh(j). 
o 

Since at any point in time at least a majority J-lh,m of processors is correct, p's 'present' 
message is received by at least a majority of correct processors. Thus, at least ,"h,m correct 
processors (including p) will set p's entry of their membership vector to true: MV(P] := true. 
In the second stage, these MV's are exchanged: 

Lemma 2: 
All correct processors q E Gh,m receive p's membership vector MV within their receive window 
for membership vectors RMVh(j) = (In(j) - c , 1Th(j) + ~h + E ). 

o 

Proof Lemma 2: 
Analogous to the proof of Lemma l. 
o 

Theorem 3: 
At local time DECh(j) = 1Th(j) + ~ + E, each processor q E Gh,m considers p correct. 
o 

Proof Theorem 3: 
According to Lemma 2, any correct processor q of group G h,m receives at least a majority of 
membership vectors indicating MV(P] = true within their receive window RMVh(j). Thus 
the number of entries in the column corresponding with p in the resulting matrix aq containing 
a true is at least majority (,"h,m)' According to the construction of the decision procedure, 
processor q considers processor p correct, and thus adds p to newms. 
A faulty non-crashed processor q of group Gh,m either receives less than ILh,m membership 
vectors (in this case, q can stop itself), or q receives at least ,"h,m membership vectors. In the 
latter case, there are 3 possibilities, of which one is impossible: In the resulting matrix aq it 
holds: 

• nf.q.p < ,"h,m 1\ nt.q.p < ,"h,m: In this case, q considers p correct on behalf of safety. 

• nt.q.p ~ ,"h,m: A majority of processors have received p's 'present' message, and thus q 
considers p correct. 

• nf.q.p ~ ,"h,m: This case is impossible: if this should occur, then there is at least one 
correct processor which has not received a 'present' message from p within its receive 
window RP Mh(j). This contradicts Lemma 1. 

Thus, also a faulty processor considers p correct. 
o 

Now, we will prove the piggyback mechanism of the upward protocol to be correct. This we 
do by induction with respect to the level h. 
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Theorem 4: 
At local time DECh(j), with 1 :0; h < k, each correct connecting processor p E Gh,m has a 
newms satisfying: 

Vq: qEwGh,n 1\ q correct during CIVq(j)(q E newms) 

o 

Proof Theorem 4: 

Basis: (h = 1) 
At local time DEC1(j), there is at least one connecting processor r of group Gl,m, 
(1 :0; m :0; #G l ), having a newms set satisfying: 

Vq: qr£G1,m(q (j. newms) 1\ Vq: qEG1,m 1\ q (;orrectduringCIVq(j)(q E newms) 

where C/Vo(j) is defined as: 

. C/V (.) = { [STh(j) - E ,ITh(j)] 
o J [STh(j) - £ ,ITh+l(j)] 

o 

Proof Basis: 

if q E Gh,m 1\ q if. Ph,m 1\ q if. Sh,m 
if q E Gh,m 1\ q E Ph,m 

By assumption, during C/Vr(j), at least one connecting processor r of group Gl,m is correct. 
As can be seen in the initialisation phase of task CollecLPresenLMessages (task 2), r first 
sets newms to true, for each processor in the system. Since r receives no newms sets at all 
during the upward protocol, for all q if. Gl,m, q if. newms. Further, theorem 3 holds, thus 
the connecting processor r at local time DEC1(j) considers all processors p of group Gl,m, 
correct during CIVp(j) correct, thus adding p to newms to true. 
o 

Induction Hypothesis: (1:0; h < k - 1) 
At local time DECh(j), there is at least one connecting processor r of group Gh,m, 
(1 :0; m :0; #Gh) which has a newms set satisfying: 

o 

Step: 
At local time DECh+l(j), there is at least one connecting processor s of group Gh+l,n, 
(1 :0; n :0; #Gh+tl which has a newms set satisfying: 

o 

Proof Step: 
By assumption, during C/V,(j), at least one connecting processor s of group Gh+1,n is correct. 
As can be seen in the initialisation phase of task CollecLPresenLMessages (task 2), s first 
assigns the empty set to newms. Since s receives no newms sets originating from a processor 
outside I;IGh+l,n, the following holds: 

(2) 
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Furthermore, theorem 3 holds, thus: 

Vq: qEGh+1 ,n A q correct during CIVq(j)(q E newms) (3) 

Then, at the first stage of the upward protocol, s receives 'present' messages from each special 
processor q E Sh+l,n, correct during CIV,(j). To these 'present' messages, the newms set of 
q is piggy-backed. By applying the induction hypothesis we may conclude that s receives at 
least one newms set from each group Gh,m, with Gh,m n Gh+l,n # 0, that satisfies (1). Thus, 
after the intersection operation of s's own newms set and all received newms sets, it holds: 

(2) 1\ (3) 1\ '1m , Gh,mnGh+l,n#0 

o 

(V" ,¢",Gh.m(q fj. newms) 1\ V,, ,E",Gh,m A ,oom<O d"dng GIVq(j)(q E newms)) 

{ conjunct no. 1 =?- conjunct no. 3, calculus} 

V,, ,¢",GhH,n(q fj. newms) 1\ 

V q: qEGh+1,n v qEU m: G n Gh -'0(wGh,m) 1\ q corree' during C IVq(j)( q E newms) 
h,m +l,n r 

= {definition I±I Gh+l,n } 

V,, ,¢",Gh+l.n(q fj. newms) 1\ 

Note that the lemma only holds for h # k. For h = k, each correct processor of Gk,l 
at local time DECk(j) has a newms set which satisfies (1). This can be simplified into the 
following lemma, which is easy to prove: 

Lemma 5: 

At local time DECk(j), each correct processor of group Gk,l has a newms set satisfying: 

Vq: qEPID 1\ q correcl during CIVq(j)(q E newms) (4) 

o 

At time DTk-l(j), the downward protocol starts. We will now prove that the distribution 
mechanism of the downward protocol is correct. Again, we do this by means of induction 
with respect to the level number h. 

Basis: (h = k - 1) 
At local time DTk_1(j) + ll.k_l +£, (= DTk_2(j)), all correct processors of all groups Gk-1,m, 
(1 :S m:S #Gk-d have received a newms set, satisfying (4) according to the downward pro
tocol. 
o 

Proof Basis: 
Consider an arbitrary group Gk-l,m, (1 :S m:S #Gk-l). By assumption, at least one con
necting processor p of this group is correct during CIVp(j). Since this processor is also part 
of group Gk,]' at local time DTk-l(j) (= DECk(j)), for p holds (4) (Lemma 5). According 
to the downward protocol, p at local time DTk_l (j) broadcasts this newms set within group 
Gk-l,m. Due to the unanimity and timeliness properties of the broadcast service and the 
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construction of the receive window for newms sets RN Sq(j) where RN S is defined as: 

RN S (j) = { (DTh(j) - E: , Dn(j) + t:>h + E) if g E Gh,m /I g 1$ Ph,m 
q 0 if g E Gh,m /I g E Ph,m ' 

each processor g of group Gk-l,m correct during RN So(j) will receive this broadcast message. 
So, at local time DTk_l(j) + t:>k + E, each processor, correct during RN Sq(j) has received a 
newms set satisfying (4) according to the downward protocol. 
o 

Induction Hypothesis: (2:::: h :::: k - 1) 
At local time DThU) + t:>h + E, (= DTh-lU)), all correct processors of all groups Gh,m, 
(1 :::: m:::: #Gh) have received a newms set satisfying (4) according to the downward proto
col. 
o 

Step: 
At local time DTh_l (j) + t:>h-l + E:, all correct processors of all groups Gh-l,n, (1 :::: n :::: 
#Gh-l) have received a newms set, satisfying (4) according to the downward protocol. 
o 

Proof Step: 
Consider an arbitrary group Gh-l,n, (1 :::: n :::: #Gh-l). By assumption, at least one con
necting processor p of this group is correct during RNVp(j). Since this processor is also part 
of a certain group Gh,m, with Gh-l,n n Gh,m # 0, by applying the induction hypothesis, we 
can say that p at local time Dn(j) + t:>h + E = DTh_l(j) has a newms set satisfying (4). 
The rest of this proof is analogous to the corresponding part in the proof of the Basis, which 
we will not repeat here. 
o 

Thus, according to this distribution mechanism, at local time DT, U) + t:>, + £, (= UT(j)), 
each processor p, correct during RNSp(j) has a newms set satisfying (4). 

Finally, we state Theorem 6, which actually says that the validity requirement of the mem
bership protocol is met. 

Theorem 6: 
At local time UT(j), each correct processor g, which was also correct during RN Sq(j), adds 
each processor p, correct during CIVp(j) to the membership variable MSHIP. 
o 

Proof Theorem 6: 
According to the distribution mechanism of the downward protocol (which we have proven 
correct), at local time DT,(j) + t:>, + E:, (= UT(j)), each correct processor g, correct during 
RN Sq(j) has a newms set satisfying (4). By the construction of the membership update 
procedure (task 11), this newms set is assigned to the membership variable MSHIP. Thus, 
all processors p correct during C IVp(j) are added to the membership variable. 
o 
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4.1.2 Unanimity 

To prove the unanimity requirement, it is sufficient to prove that after local time UT(j), for 
any period j 2: 0, the MSHIP variables of all correct processors are identical (because this is 
the only time variable MSHIP is changed). 
Let p E Gh,m, for some 1 ::; h ::; k 1\ 1 ::; m ::; #Gh be an arbitrary processor, correct during 
a time interval [STh(j) - c, UT(j)]. 

Lemma 7: 
At local time UT(j) it holds: 

Vq: q (:orrect during CIVq(j)(q E MSHIPp) 

D 

Proof Lemma 7: 
This lemma is proved by the correctness of the validity requirement. 
D 

Thus, all correct processors are in the membership set of all correct processors. We now show 
that at local time UT(j) all correct processors agree about the membership of the incorrect 
processors as well. We first need a few lemmas: 

Lemma 8: 
Let q E Gg,y, for 1 ::; 9 ::; k, 1 ::; Y ::; #Gg be a processor, not correct during CIVq(j). Then, 
at local time D ECg(j) it holds: 

[ . (CIV (')) DEC (')] (q E newms'l == q E newms,,) 1\ Sl ,um" du,iu, mm 'I J, 9 J 

1\ S2 ,um,' dudu, [min(ClV" (j)), DECg(j)] 

Thus, all correct processors s E Gg,y have identical meanings about q's membership. 
D 

Proof Lemma 8: 
There are 3 possibilities: 

• q has suffered a crash failure. In this case, q has not sent a 'present' message at all, 
so each processor of group Gg,y considers q incorrect. So, for each correct processor 
s E Gg,y it holds: q if: newms" at local time DECg{j) . 

• g has suffered an early timing failure. Now, there are 2 possibilities: 

There is a correct processor t E Gg,y which receives q's 'present' message during 
ClVt(j) , In this case, by the unanimity property of the broadcast service, we may 
conclude that every correct processor t' E Gg,y has received g's 'present' message 
during ClVt,(j). Now, every processor s E Gg,y, correct during 
[min(ClV,(j)), DECg{j)] considers at local time DECg(j) g correct, since a ma
jority of votes in matrix a, are for q, Thus, for all correct processors s E Gg,y, it 
holds at local time DECg(j): g E newms,. 

There is a correct processor t E Gg,y which did not receive q's 'present' mes
sage during ClV,(j). In this case, by the unanimity property of the broad
cast service, we may conclude that every processor t' E Gg,y, correct during 
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[mine CIV,,(j», DECg(j)], has not received q's 'present' message during CIV,,(j). 
Thus, at local time DECg(j), all correct processors s E Gg,y have a newms-set 
satisfying: q rf- newms, . 

• q has suffered a late timing failure. This case is analogous to the second case. 

Thus, in all three cases, each correct processor 8 of group Gg,y agrees about q's membership. 
o 

Lemma 9: 
At local time DECk(j) it holds: 

V 
1\ S1 '"no,'dudn, [min(CIV,Jj»,DECk(j)] 
1\ S2 ,""".du.;n, [min(C1Vs,(j»,DECk(j)] 

(5) 

viz. all correct processors of the top-level group Gk,1 have identical views of all incorrect 
processors in the system. 
o 

Proof Lemma 9: 
Lemma 8 holds, particularly for connecting processors T of each group Gg •y • In exactly the 
same way as we proved the piggyback mechanism about information of correct processors 
of the upward protocol correct (in the proof of the validity requirement), it can be proven 
that the piggyback mechanism about information of incorrect processors is also correct. The 
correctness of this mechanism and the correctness of Lemma 8 applied to group Gk,1 allows 
us to state that for any 81 and 82 (5) holds. 
o 

Lemma 10: 
At local time DTh(j) + c"h +E , p has received a newms-set, satisfying the following, according 
to the downward protocol: 

(v'q: qEPID A q not com'cl during CIVq(j)(q E newmsp == q E newmsp l
)) (6) 

o 

Proof Lemma 10: 
If h = k, then (5) holds for p, which can be rewritten into (6). If hi' k, then Lemma 10 can be 
proven in exactly the same way as the proof of the correctness of the distribution mechanism 
of information about correct processors as in the proof of the validity requirement. 
o 

Lemma 11: 
At local time UT(j) it holds: 

Vq: qEPID /\ q not correct during CIVq(j) 

(V .' . . (q E MSHIP == q E MSHIP ») 
r: r correct dUring [ffiln(CIVr(J)), UT(J)] P T 
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D 

Proof Lemma 11: 
Lemma 10 holds, thus, at local time DT, (j) + 6, + € = UT(j), each processor r (including 
p), correct during [min(Clv;.(j)), UT(j)] has received a newms-set, satisfying (6). Thus, at 
local time UT(j): 

Vr: r correct during [min(CIVr(i)), UT(j)] 

(\I q: qEPID A 9 not correct during CIVq(j) (q E newmsp == q E newmsr ») 
= {exchanging domains} 

'iq: qEPID 1\ q not correct during CIVq(j) 

(v'" reo,,"" dodng [min(CIV,U)), UTU)](q E newmsp == q E newmsr )) (7) 

By the construction of the membership update procedure, it holds: 

q E newmsp {} q E MSHIPp 

Thus, (8) can be rewritten into: 

Vq; qEPID 1\ q not correct during CIVq(j) 

(V .' . . (q E MSHIP == q E MSHIP )) 
r: r correct dunng [ffiln(CIVr(J)), UT(J)] p r 

which is lemma II. 
D 

Theorem 12: 
At local time UT(j) it holds: 

V 
Tl,T2: Tl E PID 1\ [ • (CI" (.)) UTe .)] (MSHIPr1 = MSHIPr,) 

Tl correct during mIll v Tl J, J 
r2 E PID 1\ "2 co,,"" dOdn.[min(CIVr,(j)), UT(j)] 

D 

Proof Theorem 12: 
Let r" r2 E PID and r, be correct during [min(CIVrJj)), UT(j)], and r2 he correct during 
[min(CIVr,(j)), UT(j)]. Lemma 7 holds, so at local time UT(j): 

Vq , q CO,,""do,'ngCIVqU)(q E MSHIPr1 1\ q E MSHIPr,) 

Further, Lemma 11 holds, so at local time UT(j): 

\:Iq: q nol correct during CIVq(j) 

(8) 

«q E MSHIPr1 1\ q E MSHIP,,)) V (q rf. MSHIPr1 1\ q rf. MSHIPr,)) (9) 

Since 
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we may conclude (at local times UT(j)): 

(9) II (10) 

'= {calculus, property (11) } 

'tq, qEPID((q E MSHIPr1 II q E MSHIPr ,) V (q 1- MSHIPr1 II q 1- MSHIPr ,)) 

Thus, MSHIPr1 '= MSHIPr ,. 

o 

Theorem 12 proves the unanimity requirement of the membership protocol: at the same local 
clock times, each correct processor has the same view of the membership set. 

4.1.3 Time Bounds 

The requirement laid on the time bounds of the membership protocol is met by the validity of 
the worst-case departure- and join delay D and J respectively, as quantified in the following 
section. 

4.2 Assuming a Datagram Service 

The broadcast is simulated by a processor to send I Gh.m I -1 datagram messages to I Gh.m I 
-1 destinations within Gh,m. The messages from correct senders will arrive at all correct 
destinations. However, little can be said about messages from incorrect senders. Messages 
may arrive or not arrive or may arrive too early or too late. Concluding the simulated 
broadcast from a correct sender is unanimous for correct receivers but a broadcast from an 
incorrect sender is not necessarily unanimous. 

4.2.1 Validity 

The proof of the validity requirement is almost exactly the same as in 4.1.1. The only 
difference is Lemma 5 and its accompanying text. In this lemma, time DECk(j) has to be 
changed into time BTER-l(j) + /:}.k + £. 

Lemma 5': 
At local time BTER-l(j) + /:}.k + f, each correct processor of group Gk,l has a newms set 
satisfying: 

'tq, qEPID /\ q "m" du,i,. CIVq(j)(q E newms) (11) 

o 

Proof Lemma 5': 
Following the proof of lemma 5, at local time BTl(j), each processor of group Gk,l has a 
newms satisfying: 

Vq: qEPID /\ q correct during CIVq(j)(q E newms) (12) 

Each processor takes during at most ER - 1 times, the conjunction of its own newms with 
the newms' of another processor, which also contains all correct processors. The resulting 
newms contains all correct processors. 
o 
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4.2.2 Unanimity 

To prove the unanimity requirement of the membership protocol in the case a broadcast by 
an incorrect sender is not unanimous Lemma 7 of 4.1.2 can remain unchanged. We now show, 
that at local time UT(j), all correct processors agree about the membership of the incorrect 
processors as well. 

Unfortunately, now we are not able to prove Lemma 9 of 4.1.2, since the scenario as 
sketched in 3.3.1 can occur, thus leading to different newms sets for correct processors. It is 
easy to see that the top-level group Gk,l will be the bottleneck of this problem. Moreover, 
the following could occur for a certain q E PID not correct during CIVq(j): 

For level k, at local time 1Tk(j) + ~k + E, 

3 
G [ ( v: ( )) J 

(q E newms" 'i= q E newms,,) 
8, E k.l II s, <0,,"" du,',. min C I 'I j , ITk + ~k + £ 

82 E Gk,l 1182 """,,duo',. [min(CIV,,(j)), ITk+~k+EJ 

Now, one is inclined to say: just introduce one extra broadcast round for group Gk,l after time 
1Tk(j) + ~k + E , exchanging all newm8 sets. Then, after this round, all correct processors 
of G k,l would agree about the status of all processors in the system. However, just one extra 
broadcast round does not suffice: assume for a correct 8, E Gk,l holds at time ITk(j)+~k+E : 
q if- newm8", and for all other processors t E Gk,l : q E neWm8t. Then, during the extra 
broadcast round, 81 sends its newmsSl set to a correct processor 82 E G k,l a.nd then suffers a 
crash failure. Thus, all other correct processors of Gk,l did not receive S,'S newm8 set, and 
still there is no agreement among the correct processors of G k,l' 

An extension of this sketch leads us to the following lemma: 

Lemma 9': 
At local time BTER- l (j) + !';.k + £ : 

81 E G k,l /\ 81 correct during T LSI (j) 
82 E G k,l A 82 correct during T L82 (j) 

(Vq: qEPID A q not correct during CIVq(j) (q E newmSS1 

where for r E Gk,l: 

T Lr(j) 

o 

Proof Lemma 9': 

q E newm8,,)) (13) 

Consider the crash failure case where during CIVJ(j) there is one crashed processor f E Gk,l 
and during C1Vs(j), all other processors 8 E Gk,l II 8 op f are correct. Now imagine at local 
time ITk(j) + !';.k + E , there is one correct processor 81 E Gk,1 which has detected f faulty: 
f if- newm8", and all other processors t have not detected f faulty: f E newmSt. Then, 
at local time BT, (j) (= 1Tk(j) + !';.k + E), 8, sends its newm8 set to a correct processor 
82 E Gk,l and then crashes, while all other processors of Gk,l remain correct. Thus, at local 
time BT2(j), after the intersection operation of each processor: 

f if- newms" II Vt , tEGk,1 1\ ti" 1\ tiJU E newms,) 
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Then, in the following round, exactly the same scenario may happen: at local time BT2(j), 82 
sends its newms" set to a correct processor S3 E G k,1 and then crashes, while all other 
processors of Gk,1 remain correct, and so on. Now, how many rounds starting from ITk(j) + 
L:!.k + e are needed to ensure that after these rounds have passed, (12) holds? The number 
of processors of group Gk,1 that may become faulty after local time 1Tk(j) + L:!.k + cis: 
A = IGk,ll- Ji-k,1 - 1. 
In the worst-case scenario we just described (where in each round, one processor crashes after 
sending its newms set to one processor), it is guaranteed that after A rounds, at least one 
correct processor of G k,1 that is not allowed to become faulty anymore has received a newms 
set containing the crucial information f ¢ newms. Thus, after A + 1 = IGk,ll- Ji-k,1 rounds, 
all correct processors of group Gk,1 have received this set. Thus, the number of extra rounds 
after the first round (broadcast 'present' messages) equals: 

Which we can rewrite into: 

ER IGk,ll- (IGk,11 div2 + 1) + 1 

= IGk,11 div2 + IGk,11 mod2 - (IGk,11 div2 + 1) + 1 

= IGk,11 div2 + IGd mod2 

= Ji-k,1 + IGk,11 mod2 - 1 

Thus, at local time 1Tk(j) + L:!.k + £ + (ER - 1). (L:!.k + £) BTER-I(j) + L:!.k + e, 
(12) holds. 

The same reasoning holds for timiug failures. The global variable PART in task 14 
maintains whether a processor still participates during the ER broadcast rounds. Once a 
processor q crashes or due to a timing failure its message does not arrive, q is removed 
from PART. Only messages from processors in PART are accepted. Consequently, once a 
processor fails during the broadcast rounds, his messages are no longer accepted. Timing and 
omission failures with respect to a given processor p are transformed into crash failures for 
this processor p. 

A processor that suffers a timing failure can send newms to no processor, to a set of other 
faulty processors or to a set including one or more correct processors. As soon as a correct 
processor has received the newms, all correct processors will receive the same newms in 
the following round. When a processor reaches another faulty processor, one more processor 
includes the newms but no correct processor includes it yet. The largest chain is reached 
when faulty processors pass the newms piecewise on to each other. The largest chain thus 
contains f processors. Consequently, when after A rounds no correct processor has received 
newms, no other correct processor will receive newms in round A+l (follows from behaviour 
imposed by PART). When a correct processor has received newms in round 1 to A, then all 
correct processors will have received newms in round A + 1. 
o 

The rest of the proof is analogous to the proof presented in 4.1.2, where Lemma 9 is to be 
replaced by Lemma 9'. 
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4.2.3 Time Bounds 

The requirement laid on the time bounds of the membership protocol is met by the validity of 
the worst-case departure- and join delay D and J respectively, as quantified in the following 
section. 

5 Performance Analysis 

In this section we look at the network load generated by the protocol. The failure detection 
algorithm is executed level-by-level, thus using (and loading) only parts of the network. When 
a protocol like ours (i.e. all n processors periodically broadcasting a message at roughly 'the 
same' time) is executed in a large system, having a flat network topology, it can well be that 
the network is not able to deliver all n broadcast messages in time (network overload due to 
'broadcast storm'). Clearly, in our protocol, this situation will not occur, and if so, it can be 
banished by splitting groups. 

5.1 Assuming an Unanimous Broadcast Service 

5.1.1 Network Load 

Assuming a broadcast message within a group Gh,m can be considered as IGh,ml datagram 
messages, the number of messages sent in each cycle of our algorithm is: 

However, simply comparing the number of messages sent in our protocol with other protocols 
is not possible, due to the extra overhead of piggyback messages. Therefore, we use the 
number of bits sent by each protocol: assume a 'normal' 'present' message takes x bits (e.g. 
to represent the sender-id and the time stamp). Then, a message carrying the membership 
vector (of a group Gh,m) takes x + IGh,ml bits, whereas a message, containing the vector 
newms takes, in the worst case, x + n bits. Then, the number of messages sent in each cycle 
of our protocol equals: 

Example 1 Now, consider a system in which the network topology is flat (only one network 
is present) and in which a membership protocol corresponding to the upward protocol of our 
algorithm is executed (by each processor p), i.e. at membership set time, p broadcasts a 
'present' message to all other processors in the system, and at inform time, p broadcasts a 
membership vector (of length n), thus indicating all other processors about p's membership 
knowledge. Let us denote the number of bits sent in each cycle of this protocol by A. Then, 
consider a two-level hierarchical system, with one parent group of size 9 (g ~ 2), and two 
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Figure 7: A flat network, consisting of 18 processors 
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Figure 8: A 2-1evel network, consisting of 18 processors in 3 equal-sized groups 

child groups, each of size 9 as well. Assume each child group is connected to the parent group 
by means of 8 (8:::: 1) 'privileged' processors, then n = 3g - 28. See Figure 7 and Figure 8: 
Now, we will prove that the number of bits sent by executing our hierarchical membership 
algorithm (denoted #hp) is less than A if n > 2g. Note that this condition is very easy to 
meet. 

Properties: 

1. n = 3g - 28 

2. 9 :::: 28, 8:::;!g 

3. n = 3g - 28 

{o} 

9 
_ n±2s 
- 3 

{o} {8:::; ~g } 

9 < n+2.(~g) 
3 

{o} 

~g < n 
"3 
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¢} 

9 :<; ~n 
¢} 

n ~ 2g 

4. s ~ 1, so 9 ~ 2, so n ~ 4 

Number of bits flat network: 

Number of bits 2-1evel network: 

#hp = 2(g2. X + g2 ·(x + g))+ 2sg·(x +n) + (g- 2s) ·g·x +g2(x+ g)+ 2sg .(x + n) 

= 3g3 + 6g2 . X + 2sg . x + 4sgn 

Now we are going to investigate under which circumstances: #hp < A 

{ calculus} 

{ 

#hp < A 

{ substitution formulas} 

3l + 6g 2x + 2sgx + 4sgn < 2n2x + n3 

= {calculus} 

x· (6g 2 + 2sg) + 3g3 + 4sgn < 2n2x + n3 

<= {a, < a2 II b, < b2 II x > 0 =;. a, x + b, < a2x + b2 } 

x. (6g 2 + 2sg) < 2n2x II 3g3 + 4sgn < n3 

<= {g;::: 28, so 9 ~ s, property 1, calculus} 

6l + 2g2 < 2n2 II 3g3 + 4sg . (3g - 2s) < n3 

= { calculus} 

8g2 < 2n2 II 3l + 12sg2 - 8s2g < n3 

= { calculus} 

n2 > 4g2 II n3 > 3g3 + 128g2 _ 88
2 9 

<= {see distinct proof, assume right - handed ea:pression 

n > 2· 9 II n3 > 3g3 + 12g3 
_ 8g3 

} = {calculus, assume right - handed expression C} 

n > 2g II n3 > 7g3 

{ calculus} 

n> 2g II n> iffg 
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Remark: ij7 "" 1.91 

Proof that C > B: 

= {calculus, logic} 

In > 2g1 

C 

{ subsitution C } 

3g3 + 12g3 _ 8g3 

= {calculus} 

3g3 + 12g . g2 _ 8g2 . 9 

= {calculus} 

3g3 + 12 ((g - s) + s) . g2 - 8 ((g _ 8) + 8)2 . 9 

== {calculus} 

3g3 + 12sg2 + 12(g - s)g2 - 8 ((g - s)2 + 28(g - s) + 8 2
) • 9 

== {calculus} 

393 + 12892 + 12(9 - s )92 - 8829 - 8 ((g - S)2 + 28(g - s)) . 9 

== {formula B } 

So: C 2: B, since: 

B + 12(9 - s )92 
- 8 ((9 - s? + 2s(9 - s)) . 9 

== {calculus} 

B + 12(g - s )g2 - 8(g2 _ s2) . 9 

== {calculus} 

B + 4g3 
- 12sg2 + 8g82 

== {calculus} 

B + 4g(g2 - 38g + 282) 

= {calculu8} 

B + 4g . (g - 8) . (g - 28) 

• 4g 2: 0, because of 9 > 1 (property 4) 

• 9 - 8 2: 0, because of 9 > 8 (property 2) 

• 9 - 28 2: 0, because of 9 2: 2s (property 2) 
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Figure 9: A 2-1evel network, consisting of 19 processors in 3 equal-sized groups 
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Figure 10: A 3-1evel network, consisting of 19 processors in 5 groups. 
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Example 2: Now, an analysis will be given, showing that splitting a child group into two 
new child groups, connected to one sub parent group (thus a new level is introduced) also 
decreases the number of bits sent. See Figure 9 and Figure 10: # connecting processors per 
group = s (except for highest level) 
# processors per group = 9 or h (see figure) 

Properties: 

1. 9 3h - 2s 

2. n 3g - 2s = 9h - 8s 

3. 9 2: 2s, h 2: 2s 

4. s 2: 1, so h 2: 3, so n 2: 19 

Now, denote the number of bits sent in each cycle of the 2-level system by #hPI, and in the 
3-level system by #hp2. For #hPI we have already seen an expression, see formula (12). For 
#hp2 it holds: 

#hp2 = g2x + g2(x + g) + 2(h2x + h2(x + h)) + 2sh(x + n) + (h - 2s)hx + h2(x + h)+ 

2sg(x + n) + (g - 2s)gx + g2(x + g) + sg(x + n) + 3sh(x + n) 

Now, we are going to derive under which circumstances: #hP2 < #hpI 

{ substitution #hPI and #hP2 } 

g2x + g2(x + g) + 2(h2x + h2(X + h)) + 2sh(x + n) + (h - 2s)hx + h2(x + h) + 2sg(x + n)+ 

(g - 2s)gx + g2(x + g) + sg(x + n) + 3sh(x + n) < 

2g2x + 2g2(x + g) + 2sg(x + n) + (g - 2s)gx + g2(x + g) + 2sg(;" + n) 

= {calculus} 

2(h2x + h2(x + h)) + 2sh(x + n) + (h - 2s)hx + h2(x + h) + 3sh(x + n) < 

g2x + g2(x + g) + sg(x + n) 

= {calculus} 

3h2x + 3h2(x + h) + 5sh(x + n) < g2x + g2(X + g) + sg(x + n) 

= {logic} 

x' (3h 2 + 3h2 + 5sh) < x(g2 + g2 + sg) /I 3h3 + 5shn < g3 + sgn 

= {calculus} 

6h2 + 5sh < 2g2 + sg /I 3h3 + 5shn < g3 + sgn 

First conjunct: Substitute h = 9+;2,: 
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g1 

= {calculus} 

6 5 
9(g2 + 4sg + 4s2) + 3s(g + 2s) < 2g2 + sg 

= {calculus} 

6g2 + 24sg + 2452 + 15sg + 30s2 < 18g2 + 9sg 

= {calculus} 

-12l + 30sg + 54s2 < 0 

= {multiply with - i } 
2g2 - 5sg - 9s2 > 0 

{ apply abc - formula} 

5s - v'25s2 + 72s2 5s + v'25s2 + 7282 
1\ g2 = 

4 4 
= {calculus} 

5 v'97 5 v'97 
g1 = -s - --s 1\ g2 = -s + --s 

4 4 4 4 

So, g1 '" -1, 21s 1\ g2 '" 3, 71s. 
In Figure 11 the sign sketch is shown. 

+ 
o 
I 

o 
+ 

9
2
= 3,715 

Figure 11: Sign sketch 

So: 9 2 3, 71s. Substitute formula for s, then: 
9 2 3, ne\-g) = 5, 57h - 1, 86g 
In other words: 9 2 1, 95h, but this requirement is implied by the property that 9 2 2h! 

Second conjunct: 

3h3 + 5shn < g3 + 8gn 

= {substitute formulas for nand 9 } 

3h3 + 5sh(9h - 8s) < (3h - 2sj3 + s(3h - 25)(9h - 8s) 

{ calculus} 

3h3 + 45sh2 - 40s2h < 27h3 - 18h2s + 12hs' - 85
3 + 27h2s - 24hs2 - 18s2h + 16s3 
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'" {calculus} 

-24h3 + 368hz - 10hsz - 8s3 < 0 

'" {divide by - 2 } 

12h3 
- 188hz + 5h8Z + 48

3 > 0 

Now, introduce a function f, with f(h) = 12h3 - 188hz + 58Zh. 
We now investigate for which h it holds: f( h) > O. This we do, using ff: 
f'(h) '" 36hz - 36h8 + 58Z 

f'(h) '" 0 

'" {8ub8tition f' } 

36h2 
- 36hs + 58

2 = 0 

'" {apply abc - formula} 

368 - ij368Z - 4 . 36 . 5 . 8Z 
II hz = 

72 

368 + ij368Z - 4 . 36 . 5 . sZ 

72 

Further, it holds: f' (0) = 58Z > 

'" {calculu8} 

1 1 
-8 - -8 II hz 2 3 

1 1 
= -s +-8 

2 3 
'" {calculu8} 

1 
-8 II 
6 

5 
hz = -8 

6 

This gives the following sign sketch for f': 

+ ? o 
t + 

o h
1
=1I6S "2= 516 s 

For f it holds: 

• f(O) = 48Z > 0 

• f(h,) = f(t8) = 4,7883 > 0 

• f(h z ) = f(~8) = 2,60'883 > 0 

Thus, the sign sketch for f is: 
In other words: for all h > 0 it holds: f( h) > O. 

So, if we combine the requirements of both conjunct 1 and conjunct 2, we see there are no 
requirements which have to hold for splitting up the group. So, if a child-group is big enough 
to be split (g :::: 7), then, concerning the number of bits sent, it is preferable to split up. 
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5.1.2 Time Bounds 

The draw back of our algorithm is that the worst-case departure delay D and join delay J 
grow linearly with respect to the number of levels introduced (k): The failure detection delay 
of a processor, failing in a certain level h is given by: 

k k-l 

D(h) = 7r + 2:(2. (~i + t:)) + 2:(~;+ E) 
i=l 

Hence, the worst-case departure delay is 

k k-l 

D(l) = 7r + 2:(2. (~;+ t:)) + 2:(~;+ t:) 

which can be rewritten into: 

k-l 

D(l) = 7r + 2:(3.(~;+t:)) + 2'(~dt:) 
i=l 

The join delay is equal to the failure detection delay: J(h) = D(h). 

5.2 Assuming a Non-Unanimous Broadcast Service 

5.2.1 Network Load 

Now, the number of bits sent in each cycle of the algorithm is: 

k-l (#Gh ) 
(ER - 2)· (lCk,II'ICd' (x + ICd)) + E fl (IPh,ml'ICh,ml' (x + n)) 

5.2.2 Time Bounds 

The departure delay D( h) of a processor failing in a certain level h in the case the broadcast 
service is not unanimous for incorrect senders is given by: 

k k-l 

D(h) = 7r + ~)2' (~i H)) + (ER - IH~d t:) + L(~;+ E) 
i=h i=l 
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so, the worst-case departure delay is 

k k-l 

D(l) = 7r + L)2'(~i+C) + (ER-1)'(~d€) + L(~;+€) 
i=1 i=1 

Again, the join delay is equal to the departure delay: J(h) = D(h). 

6 Conclusions 

As the number of processors in current distributed systems increases, it becomes more and 
more important to limit the amount of system-wide communication. An obvious way to solve 
this is to split the network into groups, so that most communication is intra-group. In such 
a hierarchical network, the total network load can be kept at an acceptable level. 

The membership service is required to distribute information across groups, providing the 
processors with a consistent view of the correct processors within the system. The membership 
algorithms presented in this paper are suitable for a hierarchical network. They are proved 
to be correct in the presence of crash, omission and timing failures. We calculate maximum 
times for the detection of processor joins and leaves. These times are of the same order of 
complexity as those of other membership algorithms, found in the literature. 

Two membership algorithms are presented: one which needs an unanimous broadcast 
service and another which needs a reliable datagram service. The protocols only differ in the 
treatment of the top level hierarchy. f+ 1 rounds are needed at the top level in concordance 
with the results published elsewhere on the problem of Interactive Consistency. 

An added advantage of our algorithm is that a "broadcast storm" can be avoided. Such 
a storm is caused by the requirement that all processors send their membership information 
at the same time. In a non-hierarchical network, this leads to high peak loads. Since our 
algorithm is executed on a level-by-level basis, the network load is spread over time. 
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